
Plants and Interpendent Relationships Call Sheet

CALL CARD

1 All living things need air, food and _ _ _ 
_ _

water

2 I am responsible for making seeds or 
fruit and am o en the most colorful 
part of the plant.

flower

3 I am the part of the plant that holds it 
in the soil.

roots

4 Plants make their own _ _ _ _ food
5 The process of growth from a seed to a 

plant is called:
germination

6 A rosebush has thorns to keep these 
away.

animals

7 I am a place o en made by plants to 
keep a living thing safe.

shelter

8 I am a pollinator created by moving air. wind

9 These animals sca er seeds helping 
them to reproduce by burying them.

squirrels

10 If you provide a seed with water, soil 
and light, you will soon see this.

sprout

11 I am the part of the flower that grows 
around the seed.

fruit

12 I am the part that can make a new 
plant.

seed

13 I am a s cky powder in the flower that 
helps make seeds.

pollen

14 All living things grow and _ _ _ _ _ _ change
15 What we call how living things grow, 

live and die.
life cycle

16 Without pollina on we would not have 
any fruits or _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

vegetables
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17 This is the name of the process plants 
use to convert light to energy.

photosynthesis

18 Plants do not move from place to place 
like _ _ _ _ _ _ _ do.

animals

19 I come from a non flowering tree and 
the seeds are in me.

cone

20 I am the part of the plant that uses the 
sun to make food.

leaves

21 When plants make food, they give us 
something we all breathe.

oxygen

22 If plants to not get water to live, they 
will _ _ _

die

23 Some mes these plant parts get 
sca ered by the wind and they will 
reproduce.

seeds

24 I am a very young plant. seedling
25 I am a bee or bird and fly from flower 

to flower gathering nectar and 
spreading pollen.

pollinator

26 The color and smell of flowers help to 
a ract insects and _ _ _ _ _

birds

27 I hold up the plant and water travels 
through me.

stem


